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Spin and phase coherence measured by antilocalization in n-InSb thin films
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The spin and phase coherence times of the itinerant electrons in n-InSb thin films were experimentally
determined by analyzing the low-temperature magnetoresistance in antilocalization theory. The results indicate
a very weak temperature dependence below 10 K for the spin coherence time. The dependence of the spin
coherence time on carrier density demonstrates that the Elliott-Yafet mechanism is predominantly responsible
for electron-spin relaxation in n-type InSb at low temperatures. The phase coherence time follows an inverse
temperature dependence, in accordance with the electron-electron Nyquist dephasing mechanism.
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PACS number共s兲: 73.61.Ey, 73.20.Fz, 72.25.Rb

I. INTRODUCTION

Distinct electrical transport properties of value for magnetic field sensors1 and high-speed transistors,2 together with
strong spin-orbit 共SO兲 interactions,3 render the narrow gap
semiconductor InSb and its heterostructures promising candidates for spintronics studies.4 An analysis of the mechanisms of spin and phase decoherence in InSb thin films
forms a necessary part of these studies. Two SO scattering
mechanisms determine spin decoherence in n-type InSb thin
films:5–7 the D’yakonov-Perel 共DP兲 mechanism8 and the
Elliott-Yafet 共EY兲 mechanism.9 Spin decoherence via the DP
mechanism is a consequence of electron-spin precession in
the effective magnetic field generated by SO interactions.
Separately, under SO interactions opposing spin states admix
in an itinerant electron’s Bloch wave function,9 and momentum scattering then leads to spin decoherence via the EY
mechanism. At a given temperature T and given mobility ,
the relative importance of the two mechanisms depends on
the semiconductor band gap, EG, and the SO splitting of its
valence bands, ⌬. The EY mechanism can gain prominence
in materials with small EG and large ⌬, such as InSb.5,6 The
DP mechanism dominates spin decoherence in many other
n-type III-V materials and heterostructures, especially at
higher T and higher .10,11 Evidence suggests that a transition occurs between the DP and EY mechanisms in InSb
films from DP at high T and higher  to EY at low T and
lower .7,12,13
In order to obtain values for the spin coherence time SO
and the phase coherence time  and to determine decoherence mechanisms in InSb, we performed detailed measurements over T of the low-field magnetoresistance on thin films
of n-InSb at different electron densities 共n兲 and electron .
Quantum interference between backscattered time-reversed
trajectories leads to a correction to the classically predicted
resistance value.14,15 Under weak SO interactions, constructive interference causes an increase in the resistance known
as weak localization 共WL兲.14–16 Under strong SO interactions, destructive interference causes a decrease in resistance
known as antilocalization 共AL兲.14,15,17–20 An external magnetic field H destroys time-reversal symmetry, resulting in a
magnetoresistance carrying quantitative information about
phase and spin scattering.15 The magnetoresistance has become a valuable tool to experimentally study  共Refs. 16
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and 20–22兲 and SO 共Refs. 19–23兲 in semiconducting systems. Previous work on doped n-type bulk InSb crystals
共n ⬍ ⬃ 1021 m−3兲 has shown distinct WL 共Ref. 24兲 but no
AL. A recent observation of AL in Pb-doped, low , polycrystalline InSb films 共n ⬎ 1022 m−3兲 attributes strong SO
scattering to Pb doping,25 while a study in Sn-doped InSb
films 共n ⬇ 7 ⫻ 1022 m−3兲 concludes that the DP mechanism
dominates.26 The present work systematically examines AL
phenomena in InSb films with distinctly different n and  to
present a coherent study of AL in high-quality InSb thin
films.
II. EXPERIMENT

The magnetoresistances of three InSb films were measured in a perpendicularly applied H via standard fourcontact low-frequency lock-in techniques. Each film, grown
by metal-organic chemical-vapor deposition 共MOCVD兲 on
semi-insulating GaAs 具100典 substrate, is composed of three
InSb layers: first, a 0.15– 0.2 m buffer layer directly on the
GaAs substrate; second, the high  Te-doped active layer;
and on top, a low  heavily doped 0.05 m cap layer to
facilitate Ohmic contacts. Structural details of the InSb films
are listed in Table I and elsewhere.27 The films differ mostly
in the active layer by the active-layer doping level ND and
active-layer thickness t, and indeed the active-layer parameters dominate the measured transport properties. Measurements of  vs etch depth on similar films demonstrate that
both the buffer layer and cap layer have a significantly lower
TABLE I. The layer structure for the different InSb film types:
buffer layer thickness 共tbuffer兲 and Te doping 共ND,buffer , UD
= undoped兲, active-layer thickness 共t兲 and Te doping 共ND兲, and caplayer thickness 共tcap兲 and Te doping 共ND,cap兲.

tbuffer 共m兲
ND,buffer 共1022 m−3兲
t共active兲 共m兲
ND共active兲 共1022 m−3兲
tcap 共m兲
ND,cap 共1022 m−3兲
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A

B

C

0.2
UD
1.3
2
0.05
15

0.15
UD
0.6
3
0.05
15

0.2
4
1.3
10
0.05
30
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TABLE II. The active-layer transport properties for the different
InSb film types: electron density 共n兲, mobility 共兲, Fermi energy
共EF兲, and wavelength 共F兲 at T = 0.4 K.

n 共1022 m−3兲
 共m2 / Vs兲
EF 共meV兲
F 共m兲

A

B

C

0.6–0.7
4.0–4.4
8.3–9.2
0.11

2.8–3.1
3.4–3.5
22.0–23.4
0.07

8.8–9.0
4.4–4.5
43.5–44.1
0.05

average  than the active layer.28 The buffer layer mitigates
the effect of threading dislocations arising from the 14% lattice mismatch at the GaAs/InSb interface. The threading dislocations depress the mobility of the interface layer and act
as n-type dopants. To further increase the resistance of the
buffer layer, either no or low intentional Te doping is employed in this layer. In addition, depletion of carriers from
the surface of the semiconducting film further increases the
cap-layer resistance relative to the active-layer resistance.
The data have thus been analyzed assuming a dominant contribution to the magnetoresistance from the active layer only,
neglecting contributions from the buffer and cap layers. This
assumption is supported by a multilayer in-plane magnetotransport analysis29 which suggests that the active layer
conducts ⬃95% of the overall current.
Hall effect and resistivity measurements were performed
in order to characterize the active layers at low T. Table II
summarizes the low T transport properties. Experimental values for n and  correspond to the active-layer properties,
confirming that little or no current is conducted by the buffer
and cap layers. Sample type A corresponds to a lightly doped
thick active layer, yielding high  at low n.1 Sample type B
features a moderately doped thin active layer, resulting in
lower  at intermediate n. Sample type C corresponds to a
highly doped thick active layer with high  and high n. The
dependence of  on T is nonmonotonic27 and typically exhibits a maximum in  共at T ⬇ 200 K for sample A, T
⬇ 300 K for sample B, and T ⬇ 80 K for sample C兲, indicating a competition between phonon scattering and screened
n-dependent Coulombic ionized dopant scattering as
-limiting scattering mechanisms.30 Phonon scattering dominates at higher T, whereas Coulombic scattering dominates at
low T where WL and AL phenomena can be observed. The
level of Coulombic scattering in the active layer results from
a balance between increased ionized dopant concentrations at
higher ND on one hand and increased screening due to the
higher n at higher ND on the other. This trade off has been
used previously to optimize InSb layers for magnetic sensor
applications.27 In sample B with thinner buffer and active
layers, threading dislocations reaching into the active layer
may also contribute to a lower  and higher n. Threading
dislocations act as n-type dopants and likewise result in Coulombic scattering. In short, at low T, ionized dopants and
dislocations in the active layers determine n and limit 
through Coulombic mechanisms. Phenomena such as surface
scattering are not believed to play a discernible role in the
active layers.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 contains examples of the magnetoresistance in

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Measured low H magnetoresistance at
variable T, along with the fits to Eq. 共1兲, for the InSb films A, B,
and C.

the films. To account for contributions from the Hall effect as
well as electronic drifts, the component of the data antisymmetric in H has been subtracted from the data. Clear AL
phenomena occur in all three films as evidenced by the sharp
positive magnetoresistance around H = 0 crossing over to
negative magnetoresistance at higher H. In the range of 
and SO of the films, SO largely determines the separation in
H between the resistance maxima, with a lower SO leading
to broader curves. The depth of the resistance minimum increases with the ratio  / SO. Qualitatively, the T dependence of the positive magnetoresistance is most pronounced
at the lowest dopant density 共A兲, where the resistance minimum at H = 0 due to AL was not observable for T ⬎ 3 K. The
AL effect remains observable for T ⬎ 7 K at heavier doping
共B and C兲, reflecting a higher ratio  / SO. In the more
heavily doped samples 共B and C兲, however, the spin decoherence is more pronounced as evidenced by the relative
broadness of the curves, consistent with increasing SO interaction and SO scattering rate at increasing n and increasing
Fermi energy, EF.5,6,31 The fact that the observed AL phenomena are sensitive to the active layer n and are not correlated with its thickness confirms that the magnetoresistance
predominantly probes the active layer and quantifies the spin
and phase decoherence in this layer.
In all the films the mobility mean-free path and the Fermi
wavelength, F, are shorter than the active-layer thickness, t.
Therefore, the films are considered kinematically three dimensional, and the Fermi velocity vF and the diffusion constant D are evaluated three dimensionally 共D = 31 vF2  p, where
 p is the momentum scattering time兲. However, the WL and
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AL quantum corrections to the conductivity are phase coherence phenomena, and hence the dimensionality used to calculate the WL and AL corrections depends on the relative
magnitudes of the phase coherence length, L = 冑D, and
t.15,32,33 When L ⬎ t, phase coherence phenomena—such as
the WL and AL corrections to resistivity—follow twodimensional behavior even when the film is kinematically
three dimensional. The low T values for , as obtained from
fitting the data to AL theory, are self-consistently found to
yield L ⬎ t for all T at which AL was observed. Hence, the
magnetoresistance was fitted to a two-dimensional localization theory developed by Hikami, Larkin, and Nagaoka
共HLN兲.17 Films that are kinematically three dimensional yet
two dimensional regarding phase coherence phenomena are
commonly encountered in studies on metals.15,32,33 In the
HLN theory17 we also neglect magnetic scattering leading to
spin flip,34 since no magnetic impurities are explicitly
present in the InSb films. AL analysis cannot provide independent quantification of the inelastic-scattering limiting 
and of magnetic spin-flip scattering.34–37 In the absence of
independent knowledge allowing a quantification of magnetic spin-flip scattering, this mechanism is presumed negligible. For isotropic SO scattering in perpendicular H the correction to the resistivity is then15,17,32
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Main panel: the spin coherence times SO
vs T, obtained from the fits of Eq. 共1兲 to the data in Fig. 1. The
dashed horizontal lines indicate average values of SO, also in parentheses with the spin coherence length. Inset: the extracted phase
coherence times  vs T. The dashed line indicates a fit to a 1 / T
dependence.

1

EY =

SO

冊册

,
共1兲

where ⌿ is the digamma function and Htr = ប / 共4eD p兲, H
= ប / 共4eD兲, and HSO = ប / 共4eDSO兲.
With  p and D independently determined from Hall measurements and from the resistivity at H = 0, a least-squares fit
to Eq. 共1兲 was employed to determine both SO and  at
each T. Figure 2 contains the resulting values. Within experimental errors all samples show a SO independent of T for
0.4⬍ T ⬍ 10 K. The pronounced T dependence of  is depicted in the inset of Fig. 2 and will be discussed below.
Thus the T dependence in Fig. 1 is dominated by the behavior of  through the ratio  / SO, as mentioned above. In
particular, in sample A the long SO lowers the ratio  / SO
and restricts the range of T over which AL could be observed.
The extracted values of SO exhibit a strong dependence
on n, with SO varying from ⬃6 ps in sample C 共highest n兲
to ⬃73 ps in sample A 共lowest n兲. Because of the high electron  in InSb 共Table II兲, the spin coherence lengths LSO
= 冑DSO can be considerable in InSb films; values of LSO are
illustrated in Fig. 2. Our experiments indicate an LSO as long
as 1.5 m. Even at high n, we find LSO ⬎ 1 m. Such
length scales are readily achieved with modern microfabrication techniques, allowing a spin-coherent regime to be
accessed.4
The EY and DP mechanisms differ in their dependences
on EF and  p,5–7,13

冉 冊

␣EY EF 2
,
 p EG

1

DP = ␣DP p

SO

冉 冊

EF3
,
ប 2E G

共2兲

where ␣EY,DP are material constants. Equation 共2兲 holds for
degenerate semiconductors at low T.5,6,13,38 Calculation of
EF共T兲 indicates that the degenerate regime indeed applies to
the present samples. In Eq. 共2兲  p provides a measure of the
electron-scattering time with a different effect in EY and DP
regimes. In the DP regime frequent scattering events interrupt the spin precession, resulting in small average spin precession angles and a suppression of dephasing among precession angles 共motional narrowing兲, and hence to SO
⬃ 1 /  p. In the EY regime the scattering events, assumed
more sparse, do not result in motional narrowing and instead
spin dephases through SO coupling at the orbital scattering
event itself, leading to SO ⬃  p.5–7 Thus, the EY mechanism
is weaker in materials with high . Nonetheless, it has been
shown that even in ballistic systems AL is sensitive to spin
relaxation via the EY mechanism,39 and in the narrow gap
semiconductors at low T, the EY mechanism is thought to
dominate.6,7,39
Figure 3 depicts the dependence of 1 / SO on EF, determined using the measured n and accounting for nonparabolicity in the InSb band structure.40 In order to accommodate
the different  in each film, the measured 1 / SO has been
multiplied by  p. Because 1 / SO ⬃ EF for both EY 共 = 2兲 and
DP 共 = 3兲 mechanisms, a logarithmic plot of 1 / SO vs EF
indicates which mechanism dominates spin decoherence. A
fit to the data in Fig. 3 yields  = 2.06, strongly indicating that
EY is the dominant spin decoherence mechanism in the InSb
films. This result agrees with electron-spin-resonance linewidths in n-type 共n ⬍ 1022 m−3兲 bulk InSb.13
For Coulombic scattering in degenerate semiconductors,
␣EY is theoretically predicted as5,13
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Logarithmic plot of the average spin decoherence rate, 1 / SO 共normalized to 1 /  p兲 共see text兲. The dashed
line denotes the functional dependence 1 / SO ⬃ 共EF / EG兲2 as predicted from the EY spin decoherence theory.
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冉
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where ␥ = ⌬ / 共⌬ + EG兲 关⌬ = 810 meV and EG = 236 meV in
InSb at low T 共Ref. 3兲兴. The measured rate 1 / SO is, however, a factor of ⬃9 higher than predicted from Eq. 共3兲 when
using  p as the characteristic scattering time scale. This fact
suggests that scattering events with only a small effect on ,
such as small-angle or electron-electron scattering, may
have, in contrast, a large effect on spin decoherence.41 In the
calculation of 1 /  p, the scattering angle  weighs scattering
probabilities by a factor of 1 − cos共兲, whereas other weight
factors are appropriate for 1 / SO. An analogy can be drawn
with two-dimensional electron systems dominated by the DP
mechanism, where accurate prediction of SO requires a
proper account of the symmetry of the scattering
mechanisms.10,11,19,41 For bulk InSb with spin relaxation resulting from the cubic Dresselhaus SO coupling term, the use
of 3, defined by
1
=
3

冕

1

W共兲兵1 − P3关cos共兲兴其d cos共兲,

共4兲

−1

rather than  p is appropriate for a calculation of 1 / SO.11
Here W共兲 denotes the -dependent scattering probability
and P3 denotes the third Legendre polynomial. For Coulombic scattering and in the limit of weak screening in bulk
semiconductors, we have calculated 3 /  p ⬇ 1 / 6. The observed independence of SO on T suggests that for 0.4⬍ T
⬍ 10 K Coulombic scattering from ionized species dominates. Furthermore, weak screening applies to the InSb
samples in this study, where the small effective mass leads to
a Thomas-Fermi wave vector, qTF ⬇ 5 – 6 ⫻ 107 m−1, a factor
of ⬃2 smaller than the Fermi wave vector. Our value 3 /  p
⬇ 1 / 6 compares to ⬃1 / 9 found for two-dimensional electron systems.10,11,19 Thus, we expect that the use of  p underestimates the spin decoherence rate, whereas the use of 3
brings the experimental values within a factor 1.5 of theoretical predictions. The presence of an enhanced spin decoher-

ence rate in the InSb films forms a possible reason why the
predicted transition7 from the EY to DP mechanism as a
function of T was not experimentally observed.
Equation 共1兲 共Ref. 17兲 assumes a dominant EY mechanism and is valid in the diffusive limit. HLN theory was
favored here because it experimentally provided a better fit
to the magnetoresistance data than theories18 intended for
systems beyond the diffusive limit. However, a similar functional dependence of the spin decoherence rate on EF is recovered when either an AL theory that assumes a dominant
DP mechanism14 or a theory that is valid beyond the diffusive limit18 is applied. Thus, the conclusion that the EY
mechanism dominates the SO scattering is consistent, regardless of the AL theory. In addition for all AL theories
tried, the experimental values for SO are significantly lower
than predicted by theory using  p.13
In the range of T where AL is experimentally accessible,
both samples B and C yield  ⬃ 1 / T. The inset of Fig. 2
depicts the T dependence of  and the 1 / T fit for sample B.
An excellent fit is obtained apart from saturation of  observed at T = 0.4 K. Saturation of  at T ⬍ 1 K is a feature
common to many systems, indicating that additional phasebreaking mechanisms limit .15,21,42 Electron-electron scattering in a Fermi-liquid model leads to the Nyquist phase
decoherence rate21,43,44 as adapted from Ref. 43 for a thin
film of thickness t,
1
k BT
ln关បDg共EF兲t兴,
=
2
 2ប Dg共EF兲t

共5兲

where g共EF兲 denotes the 共nonparabolic兲 density of states at
EF. The Nyquist rate follows the observed dependence 
⬃ 1 / T and is valid if the thermal length LT = 冑បD / kBT is not
much smaller than t, a condition fulfilled in our samples.
Sample B experimentally yields  = 共254 Kps兲 / T, whereas
the Nyquist expression results in  = 共570 Kps兲 / T. Theory
thus predicts a phase decoherence rate approximately twice
smaller than observed. The discrepancy is deemed acceptable, since discrepancies in the literature21 can amount to
orders of magnitude, with the experimental phase decoherence rates exceeding theoretical predictions. We note that the
experimental phase decoherence rate in Sample C does indeed exceed the theoretical Nyquist rate by 1 order of magnitude, even as  ⬃ 1 / T is closely obeyed for this sample as
well.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the dependence on EF of the low-T spin
decoherence rate as extracted from AL demonstrates that the
EY mechanism dominates spin decoherence in high-quality
InSb Te-doped thin films for T ⬍ 10 K. The observation
1 / SO ⬃ EF2 indicates that at low T long SO can exist in highquality InSb with EF just above the conduction band edge.
We have determined a spin coherence length as long as
1.5 m in an InSb film with EF ⬇ 9 meV. The experimental
spin coherence times are shorter than predicted by the EY
model if the momentum scattering time  p is assumed as a
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relevant scattering time. Substituting a scattering time appropriately weighed for spin decoherence due to the cubic
Dresselhaus SO coupling under Coulombic scattering brings
the EY model in closer agreement with the experimental
data. Phase coherence times experimentally follow 
⬃ 1 / T. Acceptable agreement with the Nyquist electronelectron scattering mechanism in thin films is concluded,
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